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Opportunists On May Day I 

A Pathetic But Revealing Offensive 
Two recent items in the press, both 

recording the activities of the Revolu
tionary May Day Brigade in Beckley, 
West Virginia , are worthy of mention. 
The first, a news story, opens with the 
allegedly typical reaction of Beckley 
"residents" to the Brigade: 

"To a let of folks in Raleigh County, 
it seemed bad enough the communist 
demonstrators were there at all. Worse 
still were their red flags. But when they 
taunted Old Glory, the matrons could 
stand no more. They waded in, um
brellas flying ... They were joined by 
old men throwing punches and young 
ones grabbing red flags from the badly 
outnumbered demonstrators . . . " 

An essentially similiar description ap
pears in the second article which notes 
that events in Beckley saw the "RCPers 
getting into fistfights with townspeople 
until 18 of them were arrested. This 

move (i.e. -the arrests-R W) .was sup
ported by a large section of the com
munity." 

There is an explanation for both of 
these news items. The first, a UPI 
release which appeared in dozens of 
newspapers around the country, is a 
complete lie. As reported in the March 
21st issue of the R W, the "folks in 
Raleigh County" who, off ended at 
denunciations of " Old Glory" and 
could " stand no more", were not little 
old ladies, little old men or generally 
enraged typical citizens. They were, in
stead, an organized gang of typical 
reactionary dopes , KKKers and 
cops-the latter of which proved 
themselves as such when they "waded 
in'' to a Brigade rally, flashed their 
badges and busted people. 

But the second news item can also be 
explained-it is from a recent issue of 

The Call, the newspaper of the Com
munist Party Marxist Leninist (CPML). 

The Cali's article, entitled " RCP an
tics earn them fistfights and garbage,'' 
is part of a round of puny attacks on 
Revolutionary May Day from quarters 
other than directly bourgeois (although 
even this could be disputed). CPML has 
developed an unoriginal portrayal of 
the activity of the Brigades and has 
written a faint echo of what the bour
geoisie has been saying about May Day 
for months. In this effort, the CPML 
has been joined by a whole host of 
groups and grouplets who have also 
launched an offensive in print against 
May Day 1980 and who, while also call
ing themselves communists, have on 
this question alone revealed that they 
are not only off ended at the idea of rev
olution, but they are mortally terrified 
of it. Articles attacking May Day have 

appeared in the newspapers of ttle 
Communist Workers Party (CWP), the 
Communist Party USA Marxist
Leninist (CPUSAML), the Bolshevik 
Union, and others . In addition, The 
Guardian, "Independent Rad ical 
Newsweekly," has enlisted in the strug
gle against May Day 1980, and is deser-
ving of special attention. . 

Now then, space does not · permit 
response to each and every utterance 
leveled against May. Day from "the 
Left." It's not necessary anyhow, 
because all these articles cite similar ex
ampl~s and draw essentially the same 
conclusions-namely, that the activity 
of the RCP and, in particular, that of 
the Revolutionary May Day Brigades, is 
the work of a small band of maniacal 
"ultra-leftists" who are running 
around, discrediting the respectable 

Continued on page 26 

Social·Chauvinists Do the Splits 

How to Support/Oppose the Draft 
The emergence of the widespread 

mass movement against the draft has 
sent the patriots of the Communist Par
ty(ML) and the Menshevik Minutemen 
of the so-called Revolutionary Workers 
Headquarters (often referred to as 
simply "The Mensheviks"-the snivel
ing band of apologists for U .S. im
perialism that were thrown out of the 
RCP for opportunist antics deserving 
of their namesakes in Russia. in 

· Lenin's time) scrambling into action. 
Their mission: to see to it that the anti
draft movement does not threaten the 
military and political preparations of 
the U.S. imperialists for the coming war 
with the Soviet Union. 

The CP(ML) and their .social-chau
. vinist allies have become complete apo
logists for the U.S. ruling class. They 
are naked defenders of U.S. war prep
arations against the Soviet Union. They 
make clear their bitter opposition to 
any movement which might weaken 
even in the slightest degree, U.S. 
preparations for the 3rd World War. 
And all of this :s only dressed up in the 
thinnest and most perfunctory "left" 
terminology- more often, in fact, laps
ing into ravings which rival the most 
rabid right-wing politicians and colum
nists. 

After Revolutionary May Day Brigade 
members were arrested in Atlanta, they 
wpre taken to the Atlanta City fall. The 
fol/owing Is a letter from a woman they 
met there. 

Some people who say they are revolu· 
tionlsts have told me revolution is im· 
possible for the foreseeable future. I've 
met some of these people because I've 
always been a person who speaks out. 
The government hates me but I don't 
love them too much either. These revolu· 
tionists with nervous breakdowns 
should get out of the way and start liv
ing In the real world. The October 
League (CPML-RW), has never Impres
sed me because I hate groups that use 
Black people and treat all people In a 
condescending way. If they don't think 
poor Blacks and whites are going to 
make revolution, why don't they come 
Into these jails a nd talk to the people 
and learn about people's lives. Why 
don't they go to the projects and 
schools too. I was ve ry impressed by 
your group, you don't water down 
revolution, I like that. I'm not ready to 
join yet but I am a s upporter. I'm a 
rebel, maybe I'm a communist too, 
though I still think there is a God. In a 
way I'm glad you people got sent to 
jall-there 's so many people who need 
to be made aware . Right on to May 
Day, I'll be there in or out of jail. 

A woman prisoner In Atlanta City jail 

P.S. Bob Avakian may just be the 
leader we need. I want to 
read his program for revolu
tlon and get more about 
that revolutionary science. 

In brief, the CP(ML) and the whole 
trend they represent are consciously 
playing the part of agents for U.S. im
perialism. This is as much as admitted 
in the pages of The Call itself. Carl . 
Davidson, one of the moldy opportu
nists whose retarded prose the CP(ML) 
tries to pass off as "theoretical" warns 
in a signed article in the March 24th 
Call that "the anti-draft movement 
could be turned into a pawn for those 
whose real aim is to weaken the U .S. 
for the sake of strengthening the Soviet 
military buildup." Does the CP(ML) 
distinguish those who " wish to weaken 
the U.S." in order to further the evil de
signs of the Kremlin from those who 
wish to weaken the U.S . imperialists in 
order to create more favorable condi
tions for revolutionary struggle-who 
not only wish to weaken them, but to 
overthrow them? Of course hot. It no 
longer occurs to them that it is possible 
to be something other than a tool of one 
or another imperialist superpower. 

CP(ML) Chairman Mike Klonsky, 
for example, explains in a signed article 
in the Feb .18 issue of The Call that ''as 
for China's new relationship with the 
U.S. (as a U.S.running dog- RW), it 
has been brought about by necessity . 
China is not in a position to take on 
both superpowers equally at the same 
time, nor is any one else." Klonsky 
clearly sees the only alternative to "tak
ing on both superpowers at the same 
time" as capitulating to one or the 
other. This capitulation "brought 
about by necessity" is very convenient 
for the CP(ML), providing them with 
an excuse to seek cover under the wing 
of the U .S. ruling class. But the RCP, 
for example, has not capitulated a nd 
will not-and yet we do not "take on 
both superpowers equally at the same 
time" either. While exposing the fact 
that both superpowers are still equally 
the main enemies of the people of the 
world, our Party concentrates our main 
fire where it belongs-at the U.S. im
perialists, the superpower it is our 
responsibility to lead the working class 
and the masses of people in overthrow
ing. 

Davidson's a rticle, at first gla nce, ap
pears to be no more than a clumsy and 
unconvincing exposition of the most 
backward conceivable position on the 
theme of its title: "Why Oppose the 

Draft? (And How to Go About It)." 
But a closer look reveals that the article 
isn't quite as clumsy as it £eems-or 
rather, it is intentionally clumsy and un
convincing. For the fact of the matter 
is, the CP(ML) does not really oppose 
the draft at all, and the real purpose of 
Davidson's piece is to make people 
wonder if the draft should not actually 
be enthusiastically supported. 

Indeed, in the very same issue as 
Davidson's a~ticle, the following letter 
supporting the draft appeared in The 
Cali's "Letters" column: 

"I have been reading your paper for 
some time now and have come to rely 
on it for solid analysis of world and na
tional events. I am a World War II 
veteran and work at Boeing in Seattle. 

"I do have one criticism, however, of 
a recent article in the February 11th 
issue. The column on 'Women and 
Revolution' by Ellen Blum seems to op
pose the draft. While this position may 
have been good in the past, we should 
take the world's new reality seriously. 

"Isn't there a tendency in the article 

not to grasp the serious danger to peace 
posed by the now fascist Soviet Union? 
I remember in the 1940s how the hated 
Trotskyites took a similar position 
toward the Nazis and, under a sneaky 
'left' cover, opposed t he United Front 
against Hitler." 

Following this letter, there's a note: 
"For more on this quest i0 n, please see 
Carl Davidson's article on Page 10 in 
this issue." This pro-draft letter (clearly 
either written or commissioned by The 
Call staff) is obviously designed to en
courage the reader to "keep an open 
mind" while reading Davidson ' s piece 
-which itself argues for the draft while 
keeping up a bare pretense of "opposi
tion." 

Davidson's article pretends to survey 
the history of the "perspective 6f the 
working class" on the draft. In particu
lar, he singles out the American Civil 
War as a case in point: 

"The draft insitituted by Congress was 
blatantly discriminatory in favor of the 

Cont.inued on page 14 

International May Day Message 
from Jamaican Revolutionaries 

When the Masses Unite, All Reac
tionaries Will Tremble 

We came to the U.S. already·hating 
the oppression of our people In 
Jamaica by U.S. Imperialism. We came 
looking for genuine revolutionaries to 
unite with, In common s truggle, to ge t 
rid of U.S. Imperialism. We found the 
RCP and we found Revolutionary May 
Day. We were always told how st rong 
the U.S. Is supposed to be and how 
everybody In the U.S. loves this em
pire. But we have seen through 
building for May Day tha t thousands 
here in the U.S. are longing to do the 
system In. May Day 1980-millions of 
people around the world will march, 
taking t1lstory Into their hands. And 
millions are watc hing to see if workers 
In the U.S. will now march side by side 
with workers of the rest of the world. 

We will be marching with you and we 
hope to see May Day in Jamaica. 

The RCP has a weapon to fight this 
system and that Is Marxism-Leninism, 
Mao Tsetung Tho ught. We as 
members of the h'outh Forces for Na
tional Liberation (YFNL) a re preparing 
for revolution in Jamaica. To win our 
liberation the tentacles of imperialism 
must be chopped off In our country. 
We .have fought first Bri tish and now 
U.S. Imperialism. Wh ile people a ll over 
the Caribbean are fighting now 
against U.S. imperialism, Soviet im· 
periallsts are peeping through the 
back door. We cannot trade a black 
dog for a monkey. We strongly support 
the RCP in the battle for Revolutionary 
May Day. We believe May Day wi ll be 
a sparking light to shine the path to 
revol ution in the U.S., which can on ly 
Inspire further millions the world over 
In struggle for our liberation. 

• • 

"In no way should the taking of 'independent ~istorical a~tion'. by. the advanced 
section of workers In this country, even if it is relatively small at this tame, be 
underestimated or downgraded ... With the development, and especially full ripening, 
of the situation with millions awakening for the first time, the thousands who rally 
now around th~ revolutionary banner of the International proletariat become millions, 
ultimately tens of millions ... and the thousands and tens of thousands who. have ,, 
been trained In 'normal' times become the leaders of millions and tens of millions. 

Bob Avaklan 
Chairman of the RCP Central Committee 
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Draft 
Continued from page 10 

rich and against the working people, 
and a movement developed against it. 
This movement was seized upon by pro
Confederate bankers m New York who 
instigated large anti-draft riots that a lso 
turned into pogroms against Blacks. 
The anti-slavery forces a nd socialists of 
the time opposed this a nti-draft move
ment and helped recruit soldiers for the 
Union armies, since their main task was 
to smash slavery. " 

All .this boils down to is to call on the 
masses to defend the U.S. imperialist 
system of wage slavery under these 
"new conditions" today, using the pre
posterous analogy with the Civil War 
against the Confederate slave owners as 
an " historical precedent." Davidson 
wishes us to swallow the analysis that 
the coming war between the U.S. im
perialists, who have enslaved more peo
ple around the world and in the U.S. 
itself than any other empire in history, 
and the Soviet social-imperialists who 
are rising to seize this empire as their 
own, will actually be a struggle between 
the U.S. "ant i-s lavery forces" versus 
the Soviet "slave owners." Davidson 
tries the old Kautskyite (after the Ger
man Social-chauvinist Karl Kautsky 
who betrayed the working class with the 
approach of WWI) trick of making 
capitalism " look good" by comparing 
it to slavery o r feuda lism . "Kautsky" 
(in Lenin's words) "like a school master 
who is become as dry as dust from 
repeating the' same old textbooks on 
his tory, persistently turns his back on 
the 20th century, and . . . incredibly 
tediously chews the o ld cud over the 
relation of bourgeois democracy to ab
solutism and medieval ism.'' And what 
Davidson wishes to cover up with this 
historical rag-<::hewing is the fact that 
the U.S. and Soviet systems of wage 
slavery a nd imperialist exploitation are 
equally reactionary-they are both 
worse and they must both be over
thrown. 

And why does Davidson make a spe
cial point of saying that "the socialists 
of the time ... helped to recruit soldiers 
for the Union armies, s ince their main 
task was to smash s lavery"? Since 
elsewhere in the same article he "ex
plains" that the main task today is to 
"oppose Soviet hegemonic ex
pansionism," he is obviously clueing 
his readers into the fact that the time is 
not far off when the CP(ML) will be 
helping to recruit soldiers for the U.S. 
Army, a nd that the current fig-leaf 
"opposition" to the draft is merely a 
transitory tactic. (Undoubtedly, 
CP(ML) members have been privately 
briefed on this already.) This is also 
made clear further o n in Davidson's ar
ticle, where he says that the movement 
must"link up to the wide sections of the 
working class and minority youth, in
cluding those who might not oppose the 
draft. Many of these have rejected 
pacifis t and anarchis t arguments 
against the d raft , but still wa nt tQ fight 
the war danger. T his would include the 
many young people who have been 
;ompelled to e nlist iri the military out of 
!conomic necessity." It is only too ob
vious that when Davidson speaks of 
Jl's fighting the "war danger, " he 
neans fighting the Soviet Union 
-certainly not rebelling against the 
J.S. imperialists! If Davidson got wind 
>f the young soldier doing revolu
ionary agitation in the barracks, he 
vould certainly report him to the com
•any commander-i'n the lofty interests 
f the "broad front against hegemo
ism. " 
The "analogy" Davidson draws oC 

1e situation prior to World War II is 
lso thick with implication that the 
'P(ML)'s current "opposit ion" to the 
raft is only a very temporary tactic. 
On the eve of the U.S. entry into 
vorld War II ... the main aspect of the 
Jnflict was seen as a just fight to 
efeat the fascist power. T here was very 
ttle opposition to the draft and the 
rogressive forces , including the com-
1unists, did not oppose it." Since in 
e next breath Davidson describes the 

1ternational situation today as "es-
ecially similar" to the events leading 
p to World War 11, the message is in
.capably clear even to the dullest of 

The Cali 's readers: we, too will soon 
drop o ur token opposition to the draft 
and call for all out and unqua li fied 
defense of U.S. imperialism. 

The sight of these "communists" 
sweating and agonizing over the pos
sibility that the masses might not march 
loyall y into the meat grinder of the 
Third World War would cause hysteri
cal laughter if it weren't so criminal a nd 
disgusting. And the clear reason for the 
CP(ML)'s decision not to come out 
publicly in support of the draft at this 
time-the only position which logically 
stems from their reactiona ry social
chauvinist line-is even more disgust
ing: to their dismay, a large mass move
ment against the draft has rapidly 
sprung up, and they fear being utterly 
isolated from this spontaneous move
ment (and therefore unable to serve the 
U .S, imperialists within it) if chey admit 
their true position and the reasons for 
it. 

Of course, the policy of actively 
working for the defeat of one's own rul
ing class in an imperialist war, rhe line 
Lenin fought for during World War I 
against the social-chauvinists of the 
Second International, isn't even men
tioned in Davidson's article. Lenin, 
whose party alone had withstood the 
tide of social-chauvinism and betrayal 
of the working class which swept 
through the Second International at the 
outbreak of the war, led the Bolsheviks 
and the masses to victorious revolution 
in the wake of the Tsar's defeat by the 
Germans. This tremendous victory 
touched off revolutionary storms 
throughout Europe, including a 
massive revolt of millions of German 
soldiers against thei r own government 
in 1918 and the brief establishment of a 
revolutionary regime in Germany itself. 
But nothing could be better calculated 
to bring howls of anguished rage fr.om 
Klonsky & Co. than to suggest that 
these historical lessons might be more 
useful to the workers as the criminal 
holocaust of imperialist war approaches 
than reminiscences of how the socialists 
covered themselves in glory by recruit
ing soldiers for the Union armies. 

As for World War II , while Davidson 
says that "the main aspect of the con
flict was seen as a just fight to defeat 
the fascist power, " this is once again a 
hopeless distortion of the facts . The 
fact is that it was only the invasion of 
the Soviet Union by Germany, and the 
consequent necessity for the interna
tional proletariat to defend the world's 
first socialist state, that fundamentally 
altered the character of the war. In that 
situation, it was necessary for com
munists in the United States and other 
allied countries to make temporary 
a djustments in the class struggle in the 
interests of the alliance between the 
Soviet Union and the Allies against the 
Axis . Not in the least did the bogus 
issue of the "fascist powers versus the 
democracies" make the difference be
tween World War I and World War II. 
Up until the German invasion of the 
Soviet Union , World War II was a war 
between two imperialist camps to re-

. divide the world and that's all it was. 
And even after the Soviet Union was at
tacked, the imperia list aims of the 
powers who found themselves in al
liance with the Soviet Union did not 
change into some noble ' ' fight for de
mocracy." 

Indeed , it must be emphasized that, 
despite the special circumstances of 
World War II, the Communist Party in 
the United States and other western 
countries made the extremely serious er
ror of totally liquidating the class in
terests o f the proletariat and shameless
ly promoting just such a bourgeois view 
of the character of the war-a line they 
gravitated towards because it would 
"spontaneously" go down easier with 
the masses a nd avoid trouble with the 
ruling class. T he myth was spread far 
and wide that the temporary a lliance 
between the Soviet Union and the a llies 
would or could carry over into some 
sort o f perma nent peace time coopera
tion. P repara tion for revolutionary 
struggle was completely forgotten (if it 
had not a lready been forgotten long 
before). Illusions of a millenial utopia 
of class peace between the "good 
imperialists" a nd the working class 
were fostered, a nd the proletariat was 
seriously weakened in its ability to wage 
struggle in the post-war period. T he on
ly argu ment that could possibly (though 

not necessarily) require a tactical ad
j ustment similar to that of World war II 
is one that the C P(ML) does not even 
dare to make: tha t the survival of a so
cia list country was threatened by attack 
' from a not her imperialist power. This is 
revealing, because it is well known that 
Klonsky & Co. follow the baton of revi
sionist China, which still claims to be 
"socia list," and whose foreign policy is 
currently based on an alliance with the 
U.S. imperialists against the Soviet 
Union. Why don't they make loud use 
of this argument, false as it would be in 
reference to China and in a situation 
before the war had even begun or an at
tack by the Soviet Union on China had 
even materialized? Because basically 
th e social-chauvinist line of the 
CP(ML) is not determined by "orders 
from China" but by their own counter
revolutionary nature. And quite simply 
the American people are not much in
terested in defending today's China so 
what would be the point in making a big 
deal about it. Klonsky likes the revi
sionist traitors that r~rn China because 
he likes revisionism, and also because 
he hopes the support of a "patron 
power" like China will help to further 
his smelly little career, and aid him in 
ingratiating himself and his organiza-

' tion with the U .S. ruling class-whi~h is 
his ultimate strateg ic objective. · 

The CP(ML)'s line on the draft is a 
gross example of slavis h service to the 
bourgeoisie, carried out in a craven, 
cringing, cowardly, and sneaky way. 
But far from being in any way parti
cularly atrocious, it is right in line with 
a whole series of equally reactionary 
positions on any subject , run out in ex
actly the same s limy way- with the 
convenient "Letters" column consis
tently serving to run out more blatant 
versions of the counter-revolutionary 
lines taken in the paper's editorials . 
Want to see an article (supplemented by 
a letter) endorsing President Carter's 
heroic fight to enforce a boycott of the 
Moscow Olympics? March 24th issue of 
The Call, page 12. How about an "in
terview with an Iranian Communist" 
which demanded the release of the 
hostages being held at the U.S. em
bassy, condemns the militants at the 
embassy as "acting like another govern
ment within a government" and hails 
the election of the pro-U.S. Bani-Sadr 
government as "a good step fo the cen
tralization of political power in Iran"? 
Same issue, page 8. Or take the most re
cent issues of The Call- which by the 
way, feature interesting changes in the 
masthead . The slogan on the masthead 
"People of the World Unite to Defeat 
Imperialism'' which had already been 
amended from the earlier "People of 
the World Unite to Defeat U.S. Im
perialism" - has now been dumped en
tirely. So has the legend, "Organ of the 
Communist Party Marxist-Leninist"; 
in its place, the words "Voice For 
Socialism In The United States" are in
scribed on the masthead- clearly a bid 
to be perceived as a respectable, law
abiding, social-democratic iournal of 

opinion, a bout as dangerous as the 
"democratic socialists. " 

The April 7th issue has a great " Let
ters" column. One le tter criticizes a re
cent Calf article on the victory of the 
U.S. hockey team over the Soviets dur
ing the Winter Olympic games as "one
sid~d": "The main factor in people 's 

· excitement was that the underdog U.S. 
team pulled off an ltpset" crows L.T. 
of Boston . " It was something for peo
ple to be proud of, to celebrate." 
Another letter regarding the arrest of 48 
Iranian students in Monroe, Louisiana 
for disrupting the speech of a represen
tative of the Shah opposes the arrests 
on the basis that the students " ... are 
guests in our country, and we mu&t ex
tend them every guarantee of our Bill of 
Rights if we are to endure as a nation 
under laws. Trying an.d. jailing them is 
not going to bring one' hosfage home; 
rather we should extend our own 
precious rights and' our courtesy to all 
Iranians in this country and thereby set 
the example." 

What commentary can do justice to 
such garbage? In defense of The Cali's 
reader correspondence, however, it 
muse be said that a lthough they all ap
pear to be incredibly backward, at least 
th.ey have the courage to flaunt their 
backwardness naked and unashamed , 
instea d of running around in a G-string 
like Carl Davidson, Mike Klonsky and 
the rest of the CP(ML) social-chauvi
nist st rip-teasers . 

The social-chauvinist rationale for 
claiming-well in advance of the war 
itself-that the working class and the 
masses must rally behind the red, white 
and blue is quite simple: "the Soviets 
are the aggressors;" they are trying to 
take away the U .S. empire. Precisely 
what we hear and what we will be hear
ing in increasingly strident terms from 
the U.S . imperialists themselves. Pre
cisely what the CP(ML) and their ilk 
hope the ruling class will like hearing 
from them; and they hope to be reward
ed richly for services rendered as they 
fill a need for "progressive patriotism" 
with a thin " socialist" veneer. 

Clearly, the CP(ML) and the Revolu
tionary Workers Headquarters (whose 
"anti-draft" leaflets call for strength
ening the U.S. defense pudget and sanc
tions against the Soviet Union to make 
it "a pariah in the world community of 
nations"), are basing all their dreams 
and hopes for. the future on the U.S. 
imperialists emerging triumphant in the 
coming war; they expect to reap rich 
rewards, there is no doubt of that. No 
wonder they devote so much frenzied 
activity to trying to stomp out anything 
which might prove a threat to the 
stability of U.S . imperia list rule 
or-especially- to smooth buildup of 
its war machine, and the willingness of 
the masses to fight and die for the op
pressor. But these imperialist apolo
gists' view of the future is as twisted as 
their summa tion of the past; and par
ticularly their view .of who will be 
stomping on what in the coming crisis is 
completely upside down . 0 

May _Day Buttons 
English, Spanish, Chinese 

.. 

To order, contact the RW In 
your local area. 
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